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Gerenciador Eficaz.A vegan
restaurant has been forced to
rebrand after one of its vegan

burgers was served to a customer
with spaghetti on it. The customer
wrote in to Barristers restaurant on
Twitter to ask how the burger was

made as he had never tried a
vegan dish before. After being

served the burger with spaghetti,
the customer explained to the chef
that he was vegan and the burger
was still quite nice. Instead of just

making something plain and
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boring, the chef should have
“made [his] own wobbly vegan

burger with soft mozzarella,
tomato, lettuce and pickles”. The
chef replied: “It’s my mistake we
are making a big one in the back
for you.” After the chef made the

vegan burger, the customer asked
what was in it because “it’s like a
can of beans”. He wrote: “Bring
some pasta sauce I promise it’s

nice. It’s like a can of beans”. It is
not known what happened to the
meal, and it remains to be seen
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how the chef responded. During an
event last year, the chef described
a vegan burger he had made as “a

really grey mush” with “no
flavour”. While Barristers

restaurant is strictly veg, its
cookbook includes “not so strict”
recipes for those who are gluten-

free. The removal of the pasta was
suggested by customers. Just

recently in March, a vegan burger
was sold at McDonald’s in the UK

and was promoted as having
cheese and topped with lettuce.
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Image credit: Barristers restaurant
This article has also been

republished in The Brussels Times,
The East Liverpool Post, and The
Greendale Herald.Q: 6d1f23a050
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